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Elena Temnikova® 

The only owner of the Apple Note in Europe, 
the sixth artist in the world (along with 
Eminem, Sia, Drake, Justin Timberlake, Sam 
Smith)

The first artist in the world who 
released AR-games for 
Instagram

Target audience 18-35 years old

60% female / 40% male

Total coverage of more than 26 million people

Guinness Record Holder for live 
concert (with online broadcast) in the 
mountains at an altitude of 2320 
above sea level (Russia, Sochi, Rosa 
Khutor)

Organizer of the biggest
in Russia tour among modern music 
performers
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Options for "client" use:


• Ticket+upgrades sales for your events (full customization of ticket 
design)


• Your products can be included in various upgrades and be an 
integral part of them


• Upgrades can only be purchased by your company’s clients (for 
example: banking sector - payment for the upgrade by card of the 
bank)


• You can buy ticket / upgrade only by entering the code received 
when interacting with a certain product.

TICKETS e-platform
Own electronic platform for the sale of tickets for any event.


In addition to selling tickets, the e-commerce platform allows to sell unique 
"upgrades" (level ups) to tickets. For example, when buying ticket upgrades 
as part of Elena Temnikova's tour, the audience got the opportunity to get 
on stage, look into the dressing room, attend a rehearsal, take a photo on 
Polaroid with the artist, as well as free delivery of merchandise directly to 
the concert venue.

According to statistics, upgrades give 
from 20% to 50% of revenue for 
ticket sales
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TEMNIKOVA.SHOP
Production of clothing 
and accessories, Online 
store

The ability to create collaborations or 
capsule collections  
with partners

Excerpt of a new song

We perform a full cycle of development of various clothes for our target audience and for 
the projects of our clients. For example, we participated in the design development of 
promotional items as part of the all-Russian campaign for a project with

Coca-Cola.


By applying a mobile phone to the item, the buyer receives exclusive artist content 
(excerpts from unreleased songs, music videos, a video concert, ticket upgrades, and 
much more), promo coupons, and discounts.

 

You can also upload any digital content and offers on the NFC tag.

The latest innovation: the integration of online chips into clothing (RFID / NFC 
technology). For the first time, brands have the ability to collect analytical 
information about who their customers are. And also realize post-sale campaigns.
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We have developed the first complex 
ENTERTAINMENT app with augmented 
reality for an unforgettable concert 
experience. 

What TEMNIKOVA AR allows to do:

• The ability to complement and animate any music show through AR-

technology

• Establish a new channel of communication and audience retention at the time 

of the show

• Participate in promotional activities: participate in games and receive gifts 

during the show

• Create unique viral content by shooting an event with augmented reality 

effects

• The opportunity to immerse yourself in the show and stand on the same stage 

with the artist after the concert anywhere in the world, launching the concert 
in the AR+VR format.

Partners can integrate using the 
following mechanics:

Gifts from brands as 
prizes in AR-games

Integration into 
the virtual 

reality video 
stream + AR-

portals

Interactive games: 
product placement in 
existing mechanics or 
creating new games

Animation of the 
scenes with the 
integration of 

brandsThe app is usштп in tours and concerts of Elena Temnikova. It was used at the 
concert of the Day of the City of Moscow, in live-concert on radio NRJ.

WATCH video portal for radio NRJ

https://yadi.sk/i/F3Gy97veQc5PTw


VIDEO CONTENT 
PRODUCTION 
IN THE VIRTUAL 
REALITY FORMAT

Watch 
360.temnikova.ru

Each concert of the client's event can be filmed by us in VR 
360 format, including live broadcasting.


The content can be placed on a promo site (as an example for NRJ radio) or on the client's YouTube 
channel.

Watching VR-videos is available via the web, mobile, app, and 
VR-devices (glasses). Users get a unique experience and 
opportunities to find themselves on the stage during the 
event.

http://360.temnikova.ru
https://vr-energy.temnikova.ru
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AR GAMES AND 
FILTERS IN 
INSTAGRAM / 
FACEBOOK STORIES
FILTERS

Opportunities for 
customer integration: 

• Try on or animate a customer's brand products

• Gamification – game mechanics that deeply engage 

users in communication and brand development

• Visualization projects that change the appearance of 

people or complement the space

• Informative B2B solutions - animation of posters or 

products in stores, etc.


GAMES

DIMOND BOOM

Try

BEAUTY MASTER

Try

RUSSIAN TATTOO

Try

SOFT LOVE CRIMINAL

Try

BUTTERFLY

Try

ПТИЧКА

Try

MEGACITY

Try

YUMMY WORLD

Try

IMPULSES

Try

More than 3.5 billion 
launches, more than 30 
products sold. 
NUMBER 1 IN TERMS OF 
COVERAGE AMONG ALL ARTISTS 
IN EASTERN EUROPE.

Watch all the 

We can develop Instagram and/or Facebook AR-projects of 
any complexity and can also make it immediately available to 
all subscribers of Elena Temnikova (for an audience of more 
than 5 million people). The entire huge subscriber base will see 
the client's brand.


The average cost of contact with the audience is less than 
10 kopecks. 

https://www.instagram.com/a/r/?effect_id=505335740207730
https://www.instagram.com/a/r/?effect_id=475652426513244
https://www.instagram.com/a/r/?effect_id=2422673067964849
https://www.instagram.com/a/r/?effect_id=369093540633355
https://www.instagram.com/a/r/?effect_id=373673510019954
https://www.instagram.com/a/r/?effect_id=2928232500735446
https://www.instagram.com/a/r/?effect_id=415558432687671
https://www.instagram.com/a/r/?effect_id=423384964934485
https://www.instagram.com/a/r/?effect_id=1670787853057767
http://app.temnikova.ru/masks
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LOYALTY PROGRAM 
WITH DIGITAL CURRENCY 
TEMNIKOVA COINS T$

The internal currency of the label's 
loyalty program ecosystem.The reward 
element is used to maintain dialogue and 
contact with the audience. 

More than 300,000 
participants.

Cashback users receive currency for their spending on services/projects of the 
TEMNIKOVA label (tickets, upgrades, clothing, participation in promotions and 
campaigns).

HOW DOES USER GET T$?

— Buying tickets, upgrades, clothing


— Getting unique services/goods not available for money (get into TEMNIKOVA CAMP, 
get a gold / platinum TEMNIKOVA FRIENDS PASS card with unique features, get to 
workshops, etc.)


— Unlock exclusive content in the digital environment of TEMNIKOVA AR.

HOW DOES USER SPEND T$?



For clients / brands

THE CLIENT CAN CONNECT TO our READY-
MADE ECOSYSTEM or get their own white-
label based on our technologies. Opportunities for using on the example of the telecom / banking 

sector:


- For activation of the card


- Accrual of T$ for the account balance


— For the duration of the card use (extending the life of the client)


— For the number of transactions (raising the receipt)

On the example of the FMCG sector: 

- Accrual for the purchase of a product ("T$ code in the package”)


— Collecting goods with subsequent activation and receiving T$ as 
a gift

Advantages in case of integration into our ready-made product:


- Ready-made product line (tickets, clothing, digital content, unique offers) - no need to 
create anything of your own. T$ is credited automatically as cashback for using / purchasing 
the client's services.


- No need to create your own IT-solutions (costs minimization).


— Loyal audience from the very beginning
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INTEGRATION OR CREATION OF MUSIC VIDEOS, 
COMMERCIALS, DEVELOPMENT OF PROMO SINGLES

Music videos are the most 
widely distributed 
video content

Music Videos 

has a longer relevance

and the brand's advertising remains in it 
forever.


They are the best content in terms 
of emotional intensity.

A large emotional intensity 
indicates a strong emotional 
appeal.

Advertising in music videos has the 
highest rate of Memory Encoding – 
the true success rate for 
advertising brands in the media 
environment.

Music videos have a higher 
level of positive associations 
with the advertised brand.

Emotional Intensy Memory Encoding Salience

0.61 0.62

0.67
0.69

TV Online TV Online TV
Clips

Music
Videos

2/3

3/5

5/9

5/7

0.69
3.92

-14.8

-18.52

TV

Online TV
Online TV
Clips

Music
Videos

0

-1/5



COMMERCIALS

We create and participate in the filming of the most 
effective OLL/TV advertising campaigns with the world's 
leading companies
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DIGITAL solutions and SMM

Chat-bots (TELEGRAM, Facebook, viber)

Lead generators (numerous constructors)

TIK TOK MEDIA NETWORK (Closed traffic Management Exchange)

Gamification mechanics (with multi-stage achievement systems)

Experience — More than 50,000,000 real users of various systems from the solution pool
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HIGH-TECH SOLUTIONS

SMART TV: 
Owners of TV sets connected to the Internet 
get access to music- and another videos and 
of Elena Temnikova, as well as the 
opportunity to buy products from 
TEMNIKOVA.SHOP and concert tickets right 
in the app. Users get the convenience of 
viewing releases on large screens, while 
retaining the choice, personalization and 
interactivity inherent in the Internet.

SMART watch: 
A compact version of the TEMNIKOVA 
AR app.

The app provides information on 
concert schedules with reminders, 
Temnikova coin account balance, and 
games.

SMART speaker: 
TEMNIKOVA WAVE is a product of the 
integration of the TEMNIKOVA label цшер 
the voice assistant. It includes many 
projects with different formats of 
interaction, and directly depends on the 
development of the label. At the same 
time, it is an independent resource for 
promoting any of the projects of the 
TEMNIKOVA label.


GIF 
There are already more than 3.5 billion users with 
their own content. Instagram Facebook 
Messenger, Viber, Telegram, etc. are available in 
300 messengers and services around the world 
(including Instagram, Facebook Messenger, 
Viber, Telegram, etc.).

STICKERS 
Installed more than 20,000,000 times 
(iMessage, Viber, Telegram, VK).

Partners can integrate into stickers or GIFs 
with the brand's product.


http://giphy.com/lenatemnikova
http://app.temnikova.ru/stickers


Thanks 
for your 
attention

www.temnikova.ru/lab

http://www.temnikova.ru/lab

